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he ability to control, manipulate, and organize matter at the
nanoscale has demonstrated immense potential for advancements in industrial technology, medicine, and materials (1–3).
Bottom-up self-assembly has become a particularly promising
area for nanofabrication (4, 5); however, to date designing complex
motion at the nanoscale remains a challenge (6–9). Amino acid
polymers exhibit well-defined and complex dynamics in natural
systems and have been assembled into designed structures including
nanotubes, sheets, and networks (10–12), although the complexity
of interactions that govern amino acid folding make designing
complex geometries extremely challenging. DNA nanotechnology,
on the other hand, has exploited well-understood assembly properties of DNA to create a variety of increasingly complex designed
nanostructures (13–15).
Scaffolded DNA origami, the process of folding a long singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) strand into a custom structure (16–18),
has enabled the fabrication of nanoscale objects with unprecedented geometric complexity that have recently been implemented in applications such as containers for drug delivery (19,
20), nanopores for single-molecule sensing (21–23), and templates for nanoparticles (24, 25) or proteins (26–28). The
majority of these and other applications of DNA origami have
largely focused on static structures. Natural biomolecular
machines, in contrast, have a rich diversity of functionalities that
rely on complex but well-defined and reversible conformational
changes. Currently, the scope of biomolecular nanotechnology
is limited by an inability to achieve similar motion in designed
nanosystems.
DNA nanotechnology has enabled critical steps toward that
goal starting with the work of Mao et al. (29), who developed a
DNA nanostructure that took advantage of the B–Z transition
of DNA to switch states. Since then, efforts to fabricate dynamic
DNA systems have primarily focused on strand displacement
approaches (30) mainly on systems comprising a few strands or
arrays of strands undergoing ∼nm-scale motions (31–37) in some
cases guided by DNA origami templates (38–40). More recently,
strand displacement has been used to reconfigure DNA origami
nanostructures, for example opening DNA containers (19, 41,
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DNA Origami Mechanism Design
A kinematic mechanism is a mechanical device that transforms
an input motion from an actuator to a defined motion pattern
(57). They typically comprise a collection of interconnected
components called links whose motion is constrained by socalled kinematic joints, such as revolute (hinge), prismatic
(slider), and spherical joints. Complex 3D motion is achieved by
integrating multiple joints with precisely designed geometric
components into a mechanism. In nanoscale design, specific
mechanical motion has seldom been explored. Whereas rotational (19, 20, 32, 41, 44, 46–49) and small linear motions (36,
50–56) have been demonstrated, the mechanics of this motion
have not been studied in any detail. Here we use scaffolded DNA
origami to integrate stiff double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and
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42), controlling molecular binding (43, 44), or reconfiguring
structures (45). The largest triggerable structural change was
achieved by Han et al. in a DNA origami Möbius strip (one-sided
ribbon structure) that could be opened to approximately double
in size (45). Constrained motion has been achieved in systems
with rotational motion (19, 20, 32, 41, 44, 46, 47) in some cases
to open lid-like components (19, 20, 41) or detect molecular
binding (44, 48, 49). A few of these systems achieved reversible
conformational changes (32, 41, 44, 46), although the motion
path and flexibility were not studied. Constrained linear motion
has remained largely unexplored. Linear displacements on the
scale of a few nanometers have been demonstrated via conformational changes of DNA structure motifs (50–55), strand invasion to open DNA hairpins (36, 55, 56), or the reversible
sliding motion of a DNA tile actuator (56); these cases also did
not investigate the motion path or flexibility of motion.
Building on these prior studies, this work implements concepts from macroscopic machine design to build modular parts
with constrained motion. We demonstrate an ability to tune the
flexibility and range of motion and then integrate these parts
into prototype mechanisms with designed 2D and 3D motion.
We further demonstrate reversible actuation of a mechanism
with complex conformational changes on minute timescales.

ENGINEERING

DNA origami enables the precise fabrication of nanoscale geometries. We demonstrate an approach to engineer complex and reversible motion of nanoscale DNA origami machine elements. We
first design, fabricate, and characterize the mechanical behavior of
flexible DNA origami rotational and linear joints that integrate stiff
double-stranded DNA components and flexible single-stranded DNA
components to constrain motion along a single degree of freedom
and demonstrate the ability to tune the flexibility and range of
motion. Multiple joints with simple 1D motion were then integrated
into higher order mechanisms. One mechanism is a crank–slider that
couples rotational and linear motion, and the other is a Bennett
linkage that moves between a compacted bundle and an expanded
frame configuration with a constrained 3D motion path. Finally, we
demonstrate distributed actuation of the linkage using DNA input
strands to achieve reversible conformational changes of the entire
structure on ∼minute timescales. Our results demonstrate programmable motion of 2D and 3D DNA origami mechanisms constructed
following a macroscopic machine design approach.

flexible ssDNA components to create mechanical devices capable of precise motion over ∼10–100-nm range.
Our design approach, which parallels macroscopic mechanism
design, is conceptualized in Fig. 1 with an example of a mechanism
that couples rotational and linear motion. In macroscopic
machines, joints are typically designed by combining stiff components along an edge (e.g., hinge; Fig. 1, Top) or with complementary geometry (e.g., slider; Fig. 1, Middle). In DNA
origami, similar functionality can be achieved either by strategic
placement of flexible ssDNA connections (e.g., along a line to
form a hinge axis) or complementary geometry (e.g., concentric
structures). These joints can be combined to create higher order
mechanisms (e.g., crank–slider; Fig. 1, Bottom) with complex
predefined motion. We focus on slider and hinge joints and their
implementation into mechanisms with controllable motion.
DNA Nanostructures for Simple Motion
A DNA origami slider joint was created to produce linear motion by connecting two stiff bundles with complementary geometry using flexible ssDNA scaffold connections as depicted in
Fig. 2. The two components are self-assembled concentrically,
which to our knowledge has not previously been shown with
DNA origami. The outer tube of 30 helices surrounds an inner
6-helix bundle (hb) with roughly 2 nm of clearance. At the base
of the 6 hb is a 42 hb, which sterically limits the translation of the
outer tube. Long ssDNA scaffold strands connect the outer tube
and inner 6 hb to allow for relative linear motion (Fig. 2A).
We fabricated two versions of the slider (Fig. 2 C and D) with
different ranges of motion and stiffness controlled by varying the
length of the ssDNA scaffold connections. Version 1 has six 49nucleotide (nt) connections between the 30-hb tube and 42-hb base
and six 28-nt connections between the 30-hb tube and inner 6 hb at
the opposite end. Six 15-nt staples were added to prevent hairpins
in the 49-nt connections (Fig. S1). Thermal fluctuations cause the
joint to extend and contract along the linear motion path. The
extensional distribution (Fig. 2B), measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), revealed a range of thermal motion of
14.0 nm. The second version, with a larger range of motion, has
86-nt connections between the tube and base and 96-nt connections
between the tube and the end of the 6 hb. Three 18–20-nt staples
were added to each connection to prevent hairpins (Fig. S1).
This design resulted in a range of motion of 29.2 nm (extensional
distribution shown in Fig. 2D). The energy landscape for both
designs was determined from extensional measurements assuming a Boltzmann distribution (details in SI Text). The mechanics of motion are likely mediated largely by the entropic
elasticity and steric effects of the ssDNA connections. Extension

Fig. 1. DNA origami mechanism design. Our approach to DNA origami
mechanism design follows macroscopic machine design starting with isolated
joints for angular (Top) or linear (Middle) motion. Joints can be integrated to
achieve complex motion as shown here for a crank–slider mechanism (Bottom). Left shows macroscale solid models and Right shows their DNA origami
counterparts. In the DNA origami designs, cylinders represent dsDNA helices.
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of the ssDNA lowers their entropy, resulting in higher energy, or
equivalently lower probability, conformations. Whereas electrostatic
interactions between the tube and inner 6 hb would not change as
the joint moves, electrostatic interactions between the tube and
the base or between connections may provide additional resistance
to extension or contraction. The force versus extension behavior of
both joints was approximated by differentiating the energy landscape (Fig. 2F). The first design (shorter connections) resembles
a linear spring with a stiffness of 0.42 pN/nm, whereas the longer
(and fewer) connections resulted in nonlinear force-extension
behavior with a stiffness of 0.07 pN/nm at smaller extensions and
0.21 pN/nm for longer extensions, with the transition occurring at
the equilibrium (zero-force) position. Using fewer and longer
ssDNA connections (version 2) resulted in a larger range of motion; however, these factors also occasionally caused the outer
tube to fold apart from the inner 6 hb, instead of forming concentrically (Fig. S2). Misfolded structures were omitted from the
motion analysis. These DNA origami slider joints demonstrate the
ability to design constrained linear motion with tunable flexibility.
Rotational and linear motion can be combined to create any
complex motion. With this in mind, we also created a device
constrained to purely rotational motion. Our DNA origami
revolute joint, or hinge, consists of two stiff arms (18 hb, 3 × 6
square lattice) joined along an edge by flexible ssDNA scaffold
connections made along a line that defines the hinge axis (Fig.
3A). On three of the helices where hinge connections are made,
the scaffold is at an appropriate helical position to make short
connections. These ssDNA connections are 2 nt in all cases. On
the other three helices, the scaffold is at the opposing helical
position and the connections must traverse the diameter of both
helices. Two versions of the hinge were designed where the
length of these connections was 16 (hinge 1) and 30 (hinge 2) nt,
respectively. The short connections define the hinge axis, and the
long connections influence the motion due to entropic elasticity,
electrostatic interactions, and steric effects. Two 12-nt strands
were added to cover secondary structure on each of the three
long connections of hinge 2 to ensure flexible rotation (Fig. S1).
The two lower rows of helices on the bottom arm provide
a physical constraint at the back of the joint that prevents full
opening of the arms (Fig. S1).
Fig. 3A depicts a zoomed-in TEM image of the revolute joint
compared with the design model, and Fig. 3B shows a distribution of conformations of hinge 2 in a representative TEM image.
Additional TEM images of both hinges are available in Fig. S2.
Joint angles varied from 11° to 147° with an average of 79.7° for
hinge 1. Hinge 2 exhibited a range of 11–131° with an average of
62°. Movie S1 shows several TEM snapshots of samples at different
configurations sequentially ordered to visualize the observed range
of angles of hinge 2. TEM generally revealed hinges lying on their
side. A few hinges were observed in the perpendicular orientation
(top or bottom view) and revealed there was little out-of-plane
rotation (Fig. S2). The energy landscapes of the hinges (Fig. 3E)
were similarly determined assuming a Boltzmann distribution, and
the torques (Fig. 3F) required to hold the hinges at any specific
angle were calculated by differentiating the energy landscape
(details in SI Text).
Hinge 1 behaves approximately like a linear torsional spring with
a stiffness (slope in Fig. 3F) of 25 pN-nm/rad that increases to 45
pN-nm/rad at angles J100° or K40°. Hinge 2 behaves like
a nonlinear torsional spring with a stiffness of ∼70 pN-nm/rad at
K40° and J80° with flexible rotation in the range between. The
rotational flexibility is likely dominated by electrostatic interactions
between the arms and entropic elasticity and steric effects of the
ssDNA connections at the hinge. Interestingly, for hinge 2, the
torsional stiffness at small and large angles is similar to the stiffness
of natural proteins that function as cross-linking components, such
as the actin binding protein Arp 2/3 (∼80–130 pN-nm/rad) (58).
DNA Nanostructures for Complex Motion
Stiff components and flexible joints can be integrated into functional mechanisms where motion is determined by the geometry
Marras et al.

Fig. 2. DNA origami sliders. (A) The slider consists of two
stiff components folded concentrically and connected only
with ssDNA scaffold facilitating linear motion. Two versions
of the slider were fabricated, one with short ssDNA connections (version 1) and one with long ssDNA connections
(version 2). TEM images illustrate different conformations
of version 2. Scale bar, 50 nm (B) Version 1 (shorter connections) is shown via TEM. Scale bar, 100 nm (C) A linear
distribution of 14 nm was measured from 275 samples of
version 1. (D) A wider linear distribution was measured
from 251 samples of version 2. (E) The energy landscape
was calculated for both versions from the linear distributions assuming Boltzmann energy weighting (scale bar
indicates an energy scale of kBT). The lines show cubic spline
fits to linear distributions. (F) The energy landscape was
differentiated to determine the force required to hold each
joint at any specific length.

Fig. 3. DNA origami hinges. (A) The hinge consists of
two stiff bundles of 18 dsDNA helices connected at one
end by 6 ssDNA connections (white lines). Two versions of
the hinge were fabricated. The short connections are 2 nt
long in both designs and the long connections are 16 and
30 nt for hinge 1 and hinge 2, respectively. (B) TEM images
of hinge 2 confirm well-folded structures and flexible
motion in one angular degree of freedom. Scale bar, 100
nm. (C) The angular distribution of hinge 1, measured
from 918 structures in TEM images, shows a torsionally
stiff joint with an equilibrium angle of ∼85°. (D) The angular distribution of hinge 2, measured from 248 structures in TEM images, shows resistance to small (<40°) and
large (>80°) angles with relative flexibility in the range
between. (E) The energy landscape was calculated from
the angular distributions assuming Boltzmann energy
weighting (scale bar indicates an energy scale of kBT). The
lines show cubic spline fits to angular distributions. (F)
The energy landscape was differentiated to determine the
torque required to hold each hinge at any specific angle.
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two 2-nt connections defining the hinge axes. The mechanism,
called a Bennett linkage (59), exhibits a well-defined 3D motion
path with two extreme conformations: an open frame and
a compact bundle (Fig. 5A). In particular, we fabricated the
“alternative” form of a Bennett linkage, where all four links have
the same length (60). Complete design details are provided in SI
Text (Fig. S3). This type of mechanism is used in macroscopic
systems as an expandable device for packaging or deployment
(61). It can also be combined in a lattice of identical linkages to
perform larger conformational changes (62).
TEM images of the Bennett linkage (Fig. 5B) indicate that the
mechanism explores the full motion path ranging from the bundle
to the expanded frame. Only a small fraction of the mechanisms
was observed in the closed bundle configuration, likely due to
electrostatic repulsions. To confirm the range of motion, mechanisms were fixed in the extreme conformations (Fig. 5D, expanded
frame and Fig. 5E, compacted bundle) by incorporating additional
ssDNA staples (Fig. S5). Eighty-one percent of the linkages were
successfully held in the expanded configuration and 93% in the
compacted configuration. These results represent upper bounds
because surface deposition may force nearly expanded or nearly
compacted mechanisms into their respective extreme configuration.
Additional TEM images of the unconstrained and constrained
Bennett linkages are available in Fig. S6.

ENGINEERING

of the stiff components and the arrangement and degrees of
freedom of the joints. We designed two DNA origami mechanisms that integrate multiple joints to achieve 2D and 3D complex motion. Fig. 4 A and B show a model and TEM images of
a DNA origami mechanism known as a crank–slider that combines three hinges and one slider joint. This mechanism is geometrically constrained to one degree of freedom and couples
rotational and linear motion in 2D. The joints in this mechanism
closely follow the hinge and slider designs discussed above. The
hinges comprise two 2-nt-long ssDNA scaffold connections to
define the hinge axis and two 34-nt connections on the neighboring helices. The long connections each have two 12-nt staples
to cover hairpin locations. The slider has two 52-nt connections
between the tube and the base and two 77-nt connections between the tube and the end of the 6 hb, each with two 16–20-nt
staples to prevent hairpins (full design details in Fig. S3). The
relationship between angular and linear motion is depicted in
Fig. 4C with the theoretical relation (derivation in Fig. S4) shown
in black. The gray “x”s represent the conformation of individual
DNA origami crank–sliders measured from TEM images. These
closely follow the theoretical prediction with some fluctuations,
likely due to extra flexibility in the DNA links and joints. Only
well-folded structures were included in the analysis.
The second mechanism consists of four hinges and four 16-hb
(4 × 4 square arrangement) links. The hinges were formed with

Fig. 4. DNA origami crank–slider coupling linear and rotational motion. (A)
The mechanism incorporates three hinges and one slider joint using designs
from Figs. 2 and 3 to achieve 2D motion. (B) TEM shows samples of the
mechanisms. Scale bar, 100 nm. (C) The motion of the DNA origami crank–
slider, illustrated by measurements of rotation vs. extension from TEM images
for 56 samples (gray “x”s), follows the theoretical prediction (black line) for its
rigid-body counterpart with some fluctuation about the ideally constrained
motion path. TEM images on the right depict zoomed-in views of crank–sliders
in different configurations along the motion path. Scale bar, 50 nm.

In theory, Bennett linkages follow a well-defined 3D motion
path with a single degree of freedom. It is difficult to verify 3D
motion by typical imaging methods such as TEM or atomic force
microscopy (AFM), and methods to reconstruct 3D DNA origami
from TEM (63) are more suitable for structures that maintain
a static geometry. Because the Bennett linkage exhibits a wide
range of conformations on the motion path, we developed an
analytical approach called “projection kinematics” to validate the
motion of the linkage.
When a 3D object is deposited on a TEM sample grid, one
surface usually falls flat on the grid. For the Bennett linkages,

two of the four members (gray and red or blue and green in Fig.
5A) form a planar surface, which we assumed lay flat on the
grid. The other two may point partially in the direction normal
to the surface. Links that point partially in the normal direction
appear shorter in the TEM 2D projection. Because the full
geometry and motion path are known, the 3D conformation
can be inferred from the 2D projection by kinematic analysis.
Fig. 5C shows the theoretical relation between the projected
angles α′ and β′ compared with direct measurements from
TEM images for several samples (details of projection kinematics in SI Text, Fig. S7).
The kinematic analysis assumes links are rigid and hinges are
ideally constrained. DNA origami 4 hb have been found to exhibit persistence lengths of 740 nm (64), suggesting a 16-hb is
essentially rigid at the length scale of the mechanism (each link is
∼35 nm long). The ssDNA hinge connections, however, consist
of 2 nt, meaning the hinge axes are not ideally constrained, and
individual helices may fluctuate at the ends of the links, where
hinges are located. Furthermore, surface deposition and staining
may affect the configuration seen on the grid. Even with these
effects, the DNA mechanism closely follows the projection kinematics prediction. For β′ angles (Fig. 5C) <45° (where α′
exhibits a large rapid change), the four links begin to overlap,
and the projected angles can no longer be measured. Movie S2
illustrates general theoretical motion of a Bennett linkage.
Movie S3 compares several TEM snapshots of the DNA origami
mechanism to model snapshots in the same configuration. The
TEM snapshots illustrate the most likely motion path based on
the motion constraints, although there are fluctuations about the
intended trajectory (Fig. 5C).
Actuation
The compacted configuration of the Bennett linkage is a higher
energy state due to electrostatic repulsion, as suggested by the
low percentage of unconstrained mechanisms found in the bundle
configuration (Fig. 5B). Adopting this higher energy state requires
performing work, and correspondingly generating a force. Liedl
et al., Zhou et al., and Shu et al. demonstrated the ability to store
mechanical energy or perform mechanical work in DNA nanostructures through tensegrity structures (65), bending compliant
structures (66), and i-Motif quadruplex compaction (52), respectively. Here we perform mechanical work through a distributed actuation approach illustrated in Fig. 6A to trigger the
conformational change into the higher energy state. This method
expands on prior approaches (44, 48) by using a significantly larger

Fig. 5. DNA origami mechanism with 3D motion. (A) The
four-bar mechanism called a Bennett linkage traverses
a complex 3D motion path between extreme configurations of an open frame (Top Left) or a compacted bundle (Bottom Left). (B) TEM images confirm well-folded
structures. In the absence of “locking strands” the mechanism
fluctuates freely along its motion path. Several structures in
different conformations are highlighted. (C) A comparison of
the motion quantified in terms of the projected internal
angles demonstrates that the DNA origami mechanism closely
follows the expected motion path for its rigid-body counterpart (black line). Conformations were measured for 52 structures (gray “x”s) (D) Structures were fixed in their fully
expanded frame configuration and (E) in their fully compacted bundle configuration. Scale bar, 100 nm.
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Fig. 6. Actuation of DNA origami mechanisms. (A) Distributed actuation was designed with several connections along the length of the links to zipper the
mechanism into a higher energy compacted configuration. The compacted mechanisms can be expanded after a second addition of ssDNA inputs via strand
displacement. (B) TEM images show the freely fluctuating configuration before actuation with input strands. In the free configuration 9.9% of mechanisms
appear in the bundle conformation. (C) DNA origami mechanisms were actuated by adding twofold excess of closing strands that connect overhangs on
different arms. After actuating the forward process (closing), 93% of mechanisms are found in the compacted bundle configuration on TEM images. (D) The
reverse process (expanding) is achieved by a second set of DNA inputs that removes the closing strands by DNA strand displacement. (E) Fluorescence
quenching data (black) reveal the timescale of compacting to be t1/2,c = 55 s. (F) Expanding occurs on the timescale of t1/2,e = 49 s. Single- (blue) and double(red) exponential fits are shown as dashed lines. Unconstrained, compacted, and expanded controls are shown in green. The expanded control exhibits lower
fluorescence because structures are diluted by addition of actuation strands. Scale bar, 100 nm.

Marras et al.

The work presented here demonstrates the design, fabrication,
and analysis of DNA origami joints and their incorporation into
controllable mechanisms that can be actuated in a reversible
fashion using DNA strand inputs on minute timescales. In particular, we demonstrated the ability to design 1D, 2D, and 3D
motion that is constrained along a prescribed motion path. We
also showed an ability to tune the flexibility of motion and
conformational distribution of dynamic joints by modifying
structure design parameters. This work lays the foundation for
developing and characterizing a library of tunable DNA origami
kinematic joints and using them in more complex controllable
mechanisms similar to macroscopic machines, such as manipulators to control chemical reactions, transport biomolecules, or
assemble nanoscale components in real time. Furthermore, the
expandable mechanism presented here could serve as a basis
for deployable nanosystems, actuators, or switchable devices in
biosensing or triggered delivery applications.

Structures were designed in cadnano (70) and folded following protocols
described in Castro et al. (18). In short, scaffold was mixed at 20 nM with 200
nM of each staple in a self-assembly reaction containing 1 mM EDTA, 5mM
NaCl, 5 mM Tris, and 18–20 mM MgCl2. Folding reactions were subjected to
a thermal annealing ramp with initial heating to 65 °C to melt all interactions and then slow cooling to 25 °C over the timescale of 2 d. Well-folded
structures were purified via 2% agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. S8), and
imaged by TEM for structure characterization (Figs. S2 and S6). TEM grids
were prepared as described in Castro et al. (18) and imaged on an FEI Tecnai
G2 Spirit TEM at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV. Staple sequences for all
the structures presented are available in Dataset S1.
All DNA origami mechanisms were manually measured using the software ImageJ. The measurement error was characterized as 2.5° (SD) and
0.95 nm by making repeated measurements on the same structure (Fig.
S9). Angular–linear distributions were created and motion analysis was
performed in MATLAB.
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number of actuation strand connections distributed throughout
the structure to achieve cooperative binding. Sixty staples were
designed to present ssDNA overhangs at corresponding locations
on different links so that additional ssDNA inputs (“closing”
strands) could bridge corresponding overhangs, forcing the mechanism into the bundled configuration. Overhangs were organized along the length of the links to allow “zippering” of the
structure into the higher energy bundled state (Fig. S5). All
overhangs on a single link comprised the same sequence so that
multiple copies of the same closing strand could actuate the
structure. Closing strands contained 5-nt toeholds to allow for
their subsequent removal via toehold-mediated strand displacement (30, 31) similar to the actuation of the DNA origami
Möbius strip (45). TEM images of the DNA origami Bennett
linkage are shown in Fig. 6B, the unconstrained configuration;
Fig. 6C, after the closing actuation; and Fig. 6D, after the
opening actuation. The fraction of mechanisms that appeared
bundled was 9.9% in the unconstrained case, 93.1% in the
compacted structures, and 10.0% in the expanded structures,
suggesting efficient actuation in both directions.
A fluorescence-quenching assay was used to monitor compaction and expansion of the mechanisms in real time. Fluorescent labels (Alexa488) and quenchers (Black Hole Quencher
1) were added to opposite arms (Fig. 6E, Inset) so that upon
closing, fluorescence was quenched. Closing actuation occurred
on a timescale of t1/2,c = 55 s. Similarly, when the mechanism was
expanded, fluorescence emission increased (Fig. 6F) on a timescale of t1/2,e = 49 s. The expanding occurred faster than typical
strand displacement reactions (67–69) perhaps because the
process is accelerated by electrostatic repulsion driving toward
a lower energy configuration. Both compacting and expansion
exhibited double-exponential behavior (single- and doubleexponential fits are shown in blue and red, respectively), which
is consistent with previous actuation of DNA origami nanostructures (19).

Actuation experiments were performed on a Horiba Scientific Jobin Yvon
Fluoromax-4 Spectrofluorometer using a 12-μL cuvette. Readings were taken
before the addition of actuation strands to get a baseline fluorescence level. For
the closing, actuation strands were added at twofold excess (110 nM) compared
with the total number of connections on the mechanisms, and for opening, actuation strands were added at 20-fold excess compared with the closing strands
(2 μM). The concentration of Bennett linkage structures after gel purification was
measured to be 1.9 nM by UV absorbance on a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000.
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